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~1 Dear Senator Proxmire: 

IL This is our report in response to your request of Jan- 
uary 8, 1971, that the General Accounting Office inquire&Q 
statements made by 21 scientific and engineering assistants 
(SEAs)-concerning conditions and the need for improvements 

/ at the Arctic Test Center (ATC), Fort Greely, Alaska. (See /'.ofl/ 
apF-- 'E;--)-- .._..__-_ _ ,_. -... - -I -- .- - ' 

SEAS contended that (1) personnel responsible for man- 
aging and doing the testing were not technically competent, 
(2) testing and reporting results were unacceptable, (3) SEAS 
were not utilized effectively, and (4) more accurate and eco- 
nomical methods could be used to accomplish arctic testing. 

Our inquiries generally corroborated the alleged con- 
j ditions. The Army recognized that improvements were needed.2.0 

'>It appears that the Army is taking initial corrective ac- 
tions. We believe, however, that in some instances addi- 
tional steps may be needed. 

INTRODUCTION 

SEAS are enlisted personnel with education and experi- 
ence in scientific and engineering fields. Appendix II shows 
the distribution among Army organizations of 1,696 SEA per- 
sonnel authorized in November 1970. 

ATC is one of 15 test centers under jurisdiction of the 
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM), Aberdeen, 
Maryland. As an element of the U.S. Army Materiel Command 
(AMC), TECOM is responsible for evaluation of Army materiel. 
ATC evaluates suitability for use in an arctic environment. 
Fort Greely is operated by the U.S. Army Alaska Command 
(USARAL). 

The Inspector General (IG) of AMC investigated this mat- 
ter, and, on April 29, 1971, the Deputy Assistant Secretary 
of the Army (Research and Development) submitted to Sena- 

C2tor Mike Gravel a summary of the findings. (See app. III.) 
Also the Army Audit Agency (AAA), as part of an Army-wide 
review of suitability testing, inquired into this matter. In 
addition to making independent inquiries, we considered the 
summary of the IG's investigation and the information obtained 
by AAA. 
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A draft report was provided with your agreement to the 
Secretary of Defense on November 4, 1971. Comments were 
furnished on December 17, 1971, by the Deputy Assistant Sec- 
retary of the Army (Research and Development). Our findings 
and proposals for improvement, the Army's comments and ac- 
tions, and unresolved matters are discussed in the following 
sections of this report. 

CONTENTION THAT PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE 
FOR MANAGING AND DOING THE TESTING 
NOT TECHNICALLY COMPETENT 

According to SEAS (1) test personnel had insufficient 
scientific and engineering backgrounds and (2) continuity 
was disrupted by the Army's military personnel rotation pol- 
icy. 

We confirmed that most test personnel were not techni- 
cally trained or experienced in military testing or in re- 
lated scientific and engineering fields and that key person- 
nel rotation during the test season disrupted the continuity 
of some test projects, ATC acknowledged that most test offi- 
cers did not have technical educations or experiences and 
that it was taking steps to improve the competence of test 
personnel and to provide for better continuity of operations. 

In our draft report we proposed that: 

--The Army identify and direct actions to ensure that 
(1) technically qualified personnel are assigned to 
the Army's arctic and other test programs and (2) as- , 
signments of technical personnel start before test 
seasons begin and not terminate until test projects 
are completed. 

t 
The Army concurred in our proposal concerning assign- 

ment of technically qualified personnel and identified addi- 
tional actions taken to upgrade the quality of test officers. 
The Army stated that, as a partial solution of the problem of 
turnover of technical personnel during the limited season 
for arctic testing, some adjustments in rotation of key per- 
sonnel could be accomplished. 

CONTENTION THAT TESTING AND REPORTING 
RESULTS NOT ACCEPTABLE 

According to SEAS (1) test plans did not identify the 
data needed or how they were to be collected, (2) meaningless 
criteria were used for evaluating hardware suitability, and 
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(3) test data used to support report conclusions were inac- 
curate. 

On the basis of the findings of AAA and IG and our limited 
examination, we believe that ATC’s testing and reporting prac- 
tices have not been fully adequate. The specific test projects 
cited by SEAS did not result in decisions to deploy unsuitable 
hardware because the use of test vehicles was questioned by 
ATC for other reasons. We believe, however, that the prac- 
tices, if continued, could contribute to impaired combat read- 
iness and could increase hardware acquisition costs. 

The Army recognized the need for improvements and was es- 
tablishing procedures to improve test data collection and re- 
porting at ATC and at the 14 other TECOM test centers. We 
believe that the success of these procedures requires improve- 
ments in test personnel competence as previously discussed. 

CONTENTION THAT SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANTS NOT EFFECTIVELY UTILIZED 

SEAS stated that (1) there were considerably more SEAS 
than needed to do the work at ATC and, consequently, they 
were utilized as clerks, drivers, and duty soldiers and (2) 
such nontechnical work details took priority over testing 
activities. 

We found that in February 1971 the number of SEAS was 
excessive in relation to the work load. ATC attributed the 
excess and poor utilization primarily to uncontrolled reduc- 
tions in the number of test projects and to the limited and 
unpredictable test season. The Army authorization provided 
for the reduction in the number of SEAS from 29 to 14. This 
action appears to deal with the immediate problem of personnel 
excesses resulting from unanticipated reductions in work loads. 

Concerning the underlying need for reasonably stable work 
load estimates to permit appropriate assignment of personnel, 
AMC instructed its developing commands to coordinate their 
testing requirements with TECOM to improve utilization of test 
resources. This appears eta be an appropriate initial step 
toward resolving the underlying problem. 

ATC acknowledged that SEAS were interrupted for work 
details but contended that such interruptions had no adverse 
effect on test projects. We did not note any material ad- 
verse effect in the cases cited by SEAS, but the absence of 
technically trained personnel from their test projects for 
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even a short period could impair the timeliness or quality 
of testing. Consequently we believe that the Army should 
consider rescheduling military training and other soldier 
duties from the testing season to periods when testing and 
reporting are not in progress. 

In our draft report we proposed that: 

--TECOM direct ATC and other test centers, as appropri- 
ate, to more positively implement Army guidance on 
minimizing interruption of specialized duties of per- 
sonnel engaged in research and engineering projects. 
We suggested that ATC study and report to TECOM on 
the feasibility of scheduling SEAS for military train- 
ing and housekeeping tasks during periods when testing 
is not in progress. 

The Army concurred in our suggestion. The Army stated 
that new guidance would place mission-related tasks and extra 
duties in proper perspective to preclude recurrence of the 
situation reported by GAO. 

CONTENTION THAT MORE ACCURATE AND ECONOMICAL 
ARCTIC TESTING METHODS BE USED 

SEAS suggested that, to accomplish arctic testing more 
accurately and at less cost, there be (1) increased reliance 
on cold chambers at locations more accessible than Alaska and 
(2) increased use of temporary personnel to do the arctic 
testing and data collection. 

We believe that the suggestions made by SEAS merit con- 
sideration. Our discussions with ATC officials indicate 
that increased utilization of controlled-climate facilities 
would result in earlier disclosure and correction of hard- 
ware deficiencies and thereby minimize test failures and 
retesting in remote, natural environments. 

In our draft report we proposed that: 

-* .TECOM (1) establish procedures to ensure that required 
cold-chamber testing is done in the continental United 
States before items are sent to the arctic for test- 
ing and (2) analyze the question of whether the as- 
signment of more temporary duty personnel to perform 
arctic testing would reduce the number of permanent 
personnel required and assist in balancing personnel 
assignments with work load requirements. 

4 
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The Army stated that cold-chamber testing was performed 
prior to sending items to the arctic whenever possible and 
contended that the existing policies and practices were ade- 
quate. In view of comments by ATC officials concerning the 
need for more cold-chamber testing prior to arrival in the 
arctic, we believe that the Army should look into the situa- 
tion at ATC and other natural environment test centers to 
see if the implementation of these policies can be improved. 

The Army stated that TECOM continually was reviewing 
the assignment of temporary personnel on the basis of the 
analysis of the work load and the nature of the items pro- 
grammed for arctic testing. Meaningful analysis, in our 
opinion, depends on the success of AMC’s efforts to accu- 
rately estimate the arctic testing work load. 

POTENTIAL ECONOMY OF ALTERNATIVE LOCATION 
AND SUPPORT METHOD FOR ARCTIC TESTING 

A TECOM study group reported in November 1970 that, to 
prepare for a contingency that USARAL would not continue to 
operate Fort Greely because of anticipated manpower cuts, 
ATC could be relocated to Fort Wainwright, Alaska, or juris- 
diction over Fort Greely could be transferred from USARAL to 
TECOM. According to the report, the relocation would result 
in savings of about $1.9 million in the first year and 
$3 million annually in later years and the jurisdiction 
change would result in annual savings of about $2.2 million. 

AMC told us that it was holding the report pending 
further developments on the contingency that USARAL would 
not continue to operate Fort Greely. We are not in a posi- 
tion to endorse the TECOM alternatives or to comment on the 
validity of the estimated savings. In view of the signifi- 
cant potential savings, however, we believe that the alter- 
native location and the method of supporting arctic testing 
should be considered. 

In our draft report we proposed that: 

--The Army call for -a review of the alternatives pro- 
posed by the TECOM study group in order to determine 
the most effective and economical location and 
method of supporting arctic testing. 

5 
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In commenting on this proposal, the Army stated that 
its present position was to support the operation and main- 
tenance of the Fort Greely complex and not to change the 
location and support method for arctic testing. The Army 
said that periodic reviews of alternatives considered the 
impact on the wartime mission of ‘JSARAL. 

We do not question that impact on the wartime mission 
of USARAL should be considered in the Army’s decision to 
continue Fort Greely as an active installation. We believe, 
however, that an installation’s operation and maintenance 
should be structured in the most economical manner. 

We discussed this matter with the Army in January 
1972, and it informed us that studies in process were ex- 
pected to result in manpower reductions and savings at Fort 
Greely comparable, to those reported by the TECOM study 
group. We plan to follow up on the Army’s actions to deter- 
mine whether reasonable consideration is being given to 
achieving economies in arctic testing. 

We believe that officials of the Department of Defense 
are affected by and interested in the contents of this re- 

(y$ port* Other members and committees of the have 
/ expressed interest in the effectiveness of test 

and evaluation. We are therefore asking for your agreement 
to our making further distribution of this report. 

Sincerely yours, 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 

Cl The Honorable William Proxmire 
jcnited States Senate 

6 



APPENDIX 1 

GORDON ALL0l-r. COLO. 
NORR18 CurroN. N.H. 
CLlPFORD P. CASE. N.J. NlRAM L. PONG. NmwdI J. c*&.Ea BoGc=3. D!zL. COMMIlTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 
.bw,EIi B. P-SON. KANS. 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510 

January 8, 1971 

Honorable Elmer Staats 
Comptroller General 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Mr, Staats: 

The enclosed letters and information was sent to me by 
the men of the U.S. Army A&tic Test Center at Fort Greely, Alaska. 

I think they raise very important questions and I would 
like to ask you and your highly competent staff to look into the 
matter to see what can be done about it. 

WP: ss 

Enclosures 



APPENDIX II 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

DISTRIBUTION OF SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING ASSISTANTS 

TECOM 

Arctic Test Center 

Autho- 
rized 

29 

AMC - 

Army Test and Evalua- 
tion Command 

Tropic Test Center 7 Army Electronics Com- 
mand 

Airborne Electronics 
and Special Warfare 
Board 

Armor Engineering Board 

Army Missile Command 

8 

28 Army Tank-Automotive 
Command 

Field Artillery Board 3 Army Munitions Command 

Aviation Test Board 12 Army Aviation Systems 
Command 

Infantry Board 13 Army Weapons Command 

General Equipment 
Test Activity 

White Sands Missile 
Ran!!c 

Yuma Proving Ground 

50 
Army Mobility Equipment 

Command 

88 

42 

Headquarters, Army 
Materiel Command 

Electronics Proving Ground 

Aberdeen Proving Ground 

Air Defense Board 

Total 

37 

58 

24 - 

399 = 

AS OF NOVEMBER 30, 1970 

Autho- 
rized 

399 

110 

45 

8 

194 

7 

3 

10 

145 

- 

921 

Army Autho- 
Commands rized 

Army Materiel Com- 
mand 

U.S. Army, Alaska 

921 

13 

U.S. Army, Europe 60 

U.S. Army, Vietnam 

U.S. Continental 
Army Command 

Strategic Communica- 
tions Command 

Office of the Sur- 
geon General 

Corps of Engineers 

Combat Development 
Command 

Other commands and 
agencies 

15 

87 

80 

221 

129 

43 

127 

. 

1,696 
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COPY APPENDIX III 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSISTAVT SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20310 

29 April 1971 

Honorable Mike Gravel 
United States Senate 

Dear Senator Gravel: 

This is in reply to your inquiry in behalf of the Scientific 
and Engineering (SGE) enlisted personnel of the U.S. Army 
Arctic Test Center, Fort Greely, Alaska, who alleged impro- 
prieties and the improper use of their technical skills at 
that facility. 

An investigation of the allegations submitted by the 21 S&E 
complainants has been conducted. A summary of our findings 
is inclosed for your convenience. 

Overstaffing 0 f S8,E enlisted personnel surfaced as a major 
problem at the Arctic Test Center. As a consequence, the 
authorization for personnel possessing Scientific and Engi- 
neering degrees at the Arctic Test Center has been reduced to 
reflect valid requirements. Action has been initiated to 
correct all other findings which were substantiated. 

SincereJy, 

/s/ Charles L. Poor 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army 

[Research and Development) 

Incl 
a/s 
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1. Allegation. A test Frogram (Arctic Trafficahilitv Stud- 
ies) was initi.ated in 1968 without a prepared test nlan. 

Response. -T-- No detailed summary or the Arctic Trafficabi.l- 
ity. Studies project in the npturc of a studv or test plan 
was provided. Iiowever , the merits of the nroj ect research 
were not questioned hy anv of the witnesses and Eeadauarters, 
II. s. Army Test and Fvalllnt i on Command, Aberdeen Provin7p 
Ground, Aberdeen , ?aaryl and, annroved the Arctic Trafficabil- 
ity Studies on 23 October 1969. 

2. Allegation. There was a lack of technical competence 
and instrumentation to investigate the r?ech.anical pro-oerties 
of snow. 

Response. The evidence indicated a lack of sufficient -- 
technically competent personnel to continue the project 
through its scheduled program of five years. However, de- 
spite some objectionable factors, the overall technical as- 
pects of the initial study renort appeared to be factual. 

3. Allegation. Test renorts contained fabricated and inac- 
curate test data. 

Response. The fabrication of test data was not substan- 
tiated, but three instances of test data inaccuracies were 
disclosed. IIowever , the inaccuracies were considered insip- 
nificant as these did not affect the substance and conclu- 
sions of the pertinent test reports. Three other allegations 
could not be substantiated due to lack of available support- 
ing data. Six other allegations were found invalid, probably 
generated as a result of poor communication. One apparently 
malicious allegation accusing an individual of being intoxi- 
cated while collecting test data was not substantiated. The 
final claim regarding incolnnlete or improper statistical 
criteria for maintenance evaluations was substantiated on six 
test plans and reports. 

4. Allegation. The accuracy limitations of the load cells 
and fifth wheels, instruments used in the Arctic Trafficabil- 
ity Studies, were not known. 

Response. The investigation revealed that the load cells 
and fifth wheels were calibrated, but not certified in accor- 
dance with existing regulations. Thus, there could have been 
some degradation of measurement taken during the tests. 

4 
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5. Allegation. Su,ppestions advanced or proposed by the 
SGE’?%G%-igr?ored, suppressed, or elicited censure. 

Response. The allegation could not be substantiated. 
Four%stances were cited in the complaint letters. Two 
these, concernin,o installation of a flexible heater fuel 
line and heater failures, could not he resolved due to 
prior departure of knowledgeable personnel. Of the remai 
inp two, the suggestion to imnrove the test for determini -1 

Of 

n- 
ng 

effectiveness of a vehicle’s defrostin,? system, was accepted 
for further study; and the other, questioning the adequacy 
of front end and frame alignment procedures, was reviewed 
and found invalid. 

6. Allegation. Faked tests were conducted for visiting 
generals and colonels. 

Response. The allegation was not substantiated. One 
complainant stated that he used the term “faked tests” to 
mean demonstrations. He believed this was “fake testing” in 
that data was not gathered. Demonstrations were conducted 
and the observers of the demonstrations were properly in- 
formed as to their purpose. 

7. AIdlegation. Work details (kitchen police, etc.) took 
prece ence over test functions. 

%iY=* Investigation revealed that work details did 
not ta e precedence over test functions. Soldiers were used 
on necessary details; however, test operations as a whole 
were not significantly affected. 

8. Allegation. A remote test site at Butch Lake was con- 
structed and was used only as a base camp for hunting expedi- 
tions. 

Response. The allegation was not substantiated. Inves - 
tigation revealed that the Butch Lake site was authorized 
and was constructed for the primary purpose of supporting 
test operations. It provided base sunport for the Arctic 
Trafficability Studies and maintenance and support services for 
test vehicle drivers using the 33 mile test road along which 
the camp site was located. Due to unanticipated cancellation 
of vehicle driver type tests in scheduled workload and in- 
adequate snowfall during the 1969-70 winter season, personnel 
were encouraged to use the facility for hunting. This use 
was proper, provided recreation to military personnel, and 
when used provided some security from vandalism. 

9. Allegation. Clean clothes, bedding, and time-off were 
denied for 30 days during the construction of the test site 
at Butch Lake. 
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Response. Clean clothes and bedding were not denied the 
enlisted personnel while on detail at the Butch Lake Test 
Site. There was a laundry problem at Fort Greely, but this 
was resolved and was temporary in duration. The work de- 
tail, composed of nine enlisted personnel, at Butch Lake, 
was on a work schedule of ten days on-site and three days 
off at Fort Greely. However, as the work progress was un- 
satisfactory, the work schedule was extended for ten days 
without permitting a three day break period. 

The U. S. Army Arctic Test Center is not 
to properly use the technical abilities of SeE’s. 

Response. With the reduction in the test workload, 
the authorized number of SGE’s was excessive. Action has 
been taken to reduce the authorization of SGE’s from 29 to 
14. 

m,^. A wasteful photographic mission was con- 

Response. The allegation could not be substantiated. 
One SGE complained that a lieutenant, unidentified, with a 
biological science degree had ordered and executed an aerial 
photography mission which had a very high probability of 
being a waste of money. Verification of details was not pos- 
sible as the test officer concerned had departed the station. 

12. Allegation. Civilian employees, as supervisors, were 
interfering in promotions of SEE military personnel. 

Response. The allegation was not substantiated. An 
SGE had complained that a civilian employee, his immediate 
supervisor, had held up his promotion unfairly. A review of 
the 201 military personnel folder belonging to the SEE con- 
cerned revealed that he was promoted eight days prior to the 
normal due date established by governing Army regulations. 

13. Allegation. Poor morale among the SGE’s. 

Response. The allegation was substantiated. The basic 
problem was the excess number of SGE’s available for the re- 
duced test workload. This has now been corrected. 

Test officers and noncommissioned officers 
S. Army Arctic Test Center have little or 

no technical background. 

Response. A study of the educational backgrounds of the 
test personnel at IJSAATC disclosed,less technical training 
than desirable for commissioned officers and noncommissioned 
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officers. The test workload revealed that specific engi- 
neering education or experience was not an absolute require- 
ment. Of 49 test projects assigned to USAATC for FY’69 
through FY’71, only 14 included engineering requirements. 

15. Allegation. Personnel and equipment were used for 
personal requirements, 

Response. Five instances of the above Trere cited by the 
SGE’s: It concerned the moving of a private snowmobile for 
an officer and noncommissioned officer. Although substan- 
tiated, no impropriety was revealed. The incident occurred 
during an off duty period and was accomplished voluntarily by 
all concerned. The second incident involved the repair of an 
officer’s Cadillac, allegedly during duty hours, but could not 
be substantiated due to the prior departure of the complainant. 
The third incident involved the allegation of installing a 
fiberglas encased gas tank on an officer’s private car which 
was denied by the accused and could not be resolved due to 
the prior departure of potentially knowledgeable witnesses. 
The last two involved the use of Arctic Test Center facili- 
ties as a garage by all assigned officers and enlisted per- 
sonnel, including the Commanding Officer. This latter situa- 
tion was based on the relaxed policy established by the Com- 
manding Officer due to the lack of adequate repair facilities, 
Arctic winter conditions, and Fort Greely’s isolation from 
normally available facilities. The Commanding Officer ex- 
ceeded his authority and revoked the policy immediately upon 
being so informed. 

16. Allegation. The Commanding Officer, U. S. Army Arctic 
Test Center, was aware of the S?,E problem, but failed to re- 
spond. 

Response. The Commanding Officer, U. S. Army Arctic Test 
Center, was made aware of the SGE problems concerning the low 
morale, overstaffing, and misutilization of SGE’s as early as 
March 1969. He took some actions to resolve the problems but 
did not aggressively pursue their resolution. 




